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Dear Reader,

This blog is designed to help financial service professionals...
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					♦ please use double quotes around
 your search terms to refine your search,
for example, “term insurance” ♦
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Check out our InsMark, Inc YouTube Channel
 click here.
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A testimonial by

Simon "Stuffy" Singer

www.advisorconsultinggroup.com
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DON PREHN is 
President of InsMark and has served in various capacities with the company since InsMark’s founding in 1983.  Don serves as one of the editors of this blog and provides guidance on the overall web-based client service and education strategy for InsMark’s suite of software products and support services.  Over the years, Don has conducted more than 800 seminars helping financial professionals with ideas and strategies to help their clients.  
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DAVID GRANT is 

Senior Vice President, Global Sales for InsMark and has been with the company for 36 years.  David was instrumental in the rapid growth of InsMark throughout the late 80’s and 90’s and continues to be responsible for overall company revenue with his main focus on institutional sales.  David has also conducted hundreds of marketing and training seminars at life insurance company conventions and industry trade shows throughout the United States.
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JULIE NAYERI is 
the Sales Manager at InsMark. Julie has been with InsMark for over 20 years, and over these years, she has consistently been a top Sales performer. Julie is also responsible for managing the InsMark Account Executives, assisting producers, and providing suggestions for product designs. Julie’s knowledge in the insurance industry and InsMark products, coupled with her desire to help producers succeed, has given her a long-standing role as our top Salesperson.
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About Bob Ritter

[image: ]Hi, my name is Bob Ritter.  I help financial service professionals identify, understand, and capitalize on planning opportunities that exist or arise due to market conditions or tax law.  I'm also the CEO of InsMark, a software company established in 1983 that provides illustration software and related marketing services for the insurance and financial services industry.  Prior to the formation of InsMark, I had been an agent and general agent with Mass Mutual Life Insurance Company followed by several years as an independent broker.  I am a life member of MDRT and was a qualifier for Top of the Table and International Forum until the growth of InsMark required all of my time.  I have spoken at hundreds of industry seminars and conventions and was featured at the 1995, 1996, 2004, and 2008 MDRT annual meetings as well as the 2002 and 2004 annual meetings of the Top of the Table and 2003 and 2006 International Forum.  As a past member of the MDRT Foundation's Board of Directors, I was a member of the Split Dollar Sub-Task Force of the Association of Advanced Life Underwriters (AALU) during the lead-up to the Final Split Dollar Regulations issued in 2003.  I was also the Founder and Past President of the Diablo Advocates, an organization dedicated to youth opportunities.  To read more about me, you can go here 
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The Most Widely Used Software when it Comes to Strategies and Presentations using Cash Value Life Insurance.
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Helping You Become the Small Business Owner's Most Trusted Adviser

(Powered by BizEquity, the world leader in small business valuation solutions)

Speaking

My presentations typically involve the latest sales techniques as they apply to the following markets: personal, business, retirement, estate and charitable planning.  For more info 

Carrier’s that link to InsMark

Go here to see every life insurance company that currently links to InsMark, along with information about who to contact in your home office to make sure that you have the version of the carrier's software that has the special electronic link to InsMark.







Connect With Bob
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RESOURCES

Video: The #1 Biggest Mistake Made By Advisors When Doing Wealth Planning


InsMark Concept Library


InsMark Symposium


InsMark Products | Information for Producers


INSMARK, INC. COMPANY PROFILE
InsMark is focused on helping both consumers and financial service professionals identify, understand, and capitalize on planning opportunities that exist or arise due to market conditions or tax law.


Get more info here 


Blog Tech Support
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TONY STATES is Partner and

Co-Founder of Integrated Platforms, a company dedicated to comprehensive solutions for digital marketing. Integrated Platforms manages InsMark's online digital marketing including websites, blog, social media and customer service database management. If you have any issues with the blog please email tony@insmark.com.
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